Construction of Functional Protein Networks Using Domain Profile Associations.
Proteins are major functional molecules that physically and functionally interact to carry out cellular processes. The physical interactions are generally mediated by domain-level interactions. Thus, novel protein-protein interactions can be predicted using various computational methods based on domain-domain interactions, using resolved structures of protein complexes. Functional protein interactions can be inferred based on shared domains between proteins, since proteins involved in the same biological processes tend to harbor common domains. We recently developed a method of inferring functional interactions between proteins using associations between their domain compositions, which can be represented as domain profiles. Since the method requires only protein domain annotations, it can be easily applied to any species with a sequenced genome. Here, we describe in detail the method of generating domain profiles for proteins and measuring the association between them to infer functional interactions between proteins. We also demonstrate that domain profile association can be used to successfully construct a large-scale functional network of human proteins.